
 
 
 

 

Virtual Chief Executives SDG Meeting 

Date: Thursday 24th September 

Time: 1.30-3.30pm 

  

 

Attendance 

Organisation  Name Job Title 

1. Adra Ffrancon Williams Chief Executive 

2. Cadwyn HA Kath Palmer Chief Executive 

3. Cartrefi Conwy Andrew Bowden Chief Executive 

4. Coastal Housing Group Debbie Green Group Chief Executive 

5. Community Housing 

Cymru 
Stuart Ropke Chief Executive 

6. Community Housing 

Cymru 
Clarissa Corbisiero 

Deputy Chief Executive/Director of 

Policy & External Affairs 

7. Community Housing 

Cymru 
Rhea Stevens Head of Policy & External Affairs 

8. Community Housing 

Cymru 
Aaron Hill Head of Policy & External Affairs 

9. Community Housing 

Cymru 
Edwina O’Hart Assistant Director, Member Services 

10. Family Housing 

Association (Wales) Ltd 
Marcia Sinfield Chief Executive 

11. First Choice HA Adrian Burke Chief Executive 

12. Hafan Cymru Sian Morgan CEO 



 
 
 

 

13. Hafod HA Ltd Jas Bains CEO 

14. Melin Homes Paula Kennedy Chief Executive 

15. Merthyr Tydfil HA Karen Courts Chief Executive 

16.  Mid Wales HA Charles Brotherton Chief Executive 

17. Monmouthshire Housing 

Association 
John Keegan Chief Executive 

18. Newport City Homes Simon Andrews Deputy Director of Property & Place 

19. North Wales HA Helena Kirk Chief Executive 

20. Pobl Group Amanda Davies Chief Executive 

21. RHA Luke Takeuchi Chief Executive 

22. Taff HA Ltd Helen White Chief Executive 

23. Tai Ceredigion Steve Jones CEO 

24. Tai Tarian Linda Whittaker Chief Executive 

25. United Welsh Lynda Sagona Group Chief Executive 

26. Valleys to Coast Housing 

Ltd 
Joanne Oak Chief Executive 

Apologies 

Abbeyfield Wales Society Ltd. Gary Hortop Chief Executive 

ateb Group Nick Hampshire Chief Executive 

Grwp Cynefin Shan Lloyd Williams Chief Executive 

Linc Cymru Scott Sanders CEO 

Merthyr Valleys Homes Michelle Reid  Chief Executive 



 
 
 

 

Newport City Homes Ceri Doyle Chief Executive 

Newydd HA Paul Roberts Chief Executive 

Pobl Group Andrew Vye 
Managing Director of Homes & 

Communities 

Tai Calon Howard Toplis Chief Executive 

Trivallis Ian Thomas Chief Executive 

 

Session notes 

 
Clarissa Corbisiero, Deputy Chief Executive and Director of Policy & External Affairs at CHC, 

opened the session by delivering a presentation on CHC’s plans for influencing the next 

programme for government, including tactics, milestones and an overview of the work that has 

taken place over the summer period in the framework of the Influencing for a better future 

project. The full set of slides is available to view here. 

 

Colleagues then split into groups to consider CHC’s analysis of the political environment, discuss 

the proposed approach to the challenges ahead and identify possible risks. 

 

A summary of the discussions is included below. 

 

Analysis of the political environment 

 

 The analysis needs to recognise the impact of IMB, Brexit, and the tug of power back 

to Whitehall 

 Are people currently in political power going to be in positions going forward? Who is 

up and coming? What are their views and what are we doing to build relationships 

with them? 

 Over what geographical footprint is local campaigning undertaken? Political 

boundaries given our target audience? 

 

Local campaigning 

 

 HAs will need support to campaign at a local level. This should include support to map 

local stakeholders and the flexibility to tailor messages and add local examples.  

 Colleagues suggested that CHC should develop a target list and work with HAs that 

are local to key influencing targets to tailor and develop the approach.  

 Sometimes easier to demonstrate impact at a local level and build partnerships. This 

can be especially the case for local government.  

https://alcemi.org.uk/en/influencing-to-build-a-better-future
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/10eVhvEycb8fSzgb6ZZIut-O-9FrXQJxX8jjnPtNhq5A/edit?usp=sharing


 
 
 

 

 Who are the reps within parties who we could tap into (at a local level)?  

 

Collaboration & partnerships 

 

 The problems people in our communities are experiencing are increasingly complex, 

and housing officers are working far beyond their skills and training levels. The 

approach to partnership is appropriate, but we need to be honest about our 

contribution  - we cannot solve it all 

 The humility inherent in presenting ourselves as part of the solution and not the 

whole answer was seen as a positive. However, due to limitations in statutory 

services, quite often we are assuming a greater proportion of risk. This needs to be 

rebalanced through our focus on partnerships. There is a question about whether our 

existing model of HA is entirely appropriate in this context 

 Conversations outside Housing much more important - case studies 

 Tenants - housing associations are the only agency only linked in with them 

 Broader regeneration roles - case studies RPBs and town centre groups 

 Public Service Board - change in perception- HAs being pulled into much wider issues 

 Broadening conversations with Welsh Government - key officials across departments 

 Many politicians will welcome collaboration agenda as a big opportunity - Not a “them 

or us”.  Emphasis on this and partnership needs to be front and centre – It’s the 

expectation. We need to tell story of collaboration in a meaningful way to reach 

decision makers.   

 How does this approach capture the need for HA to share skills with LA re: supply? 

 Supply and housing support funding need to be front and centre of our asks, as that is 

where we can best contribute to solving these challenges 

 We have a role in managing demand of other services through our preventative 

actions at an early stage 

 

Risks & ambitions 

 

 Narrow focus. The pitch needs to be bigger/more balanced. We are not just social 

housing providers – we are responsible developers that provide mixed market 

solutions. Placing ourselves into one space also does not help with stigma. Our driver 

needs to be housing need and social housing is a part of what we offer along with 

other affordable routes.  

 This feels like a very different approach to traditional election campaigns. There is a 

risk with a pick and mix approach that our message gets lost.  

 Our tone should be challenging – we need to stop being so nice!  

 The offer as anchor organisations - needs to be amplified further 

 

 



 
 
 

 

Following the discussions around campaigning, Clarissa shared the ideas that have emerged 

from the Influencing for a better future workshops, grouped around five themes: Economic 

recovery, Connected and financially resilient communities, Ending homelessness, Joining 

the dots between health, housing and social care and Climate change: Making our homes 

more energy efficient. 

 

Colleagues then joined breakout groups to discuss the key blockers, identify one change that 

would tip the balance and unlock progress on each one of the issues and consider whether the 

asks that CHC will be putting forward in its manifesto on behalf of the sector could be more 

ambitious (and if so, how). 

 

The key points discussed are summarised below. 

 

Economic recovery 

 

Blockers 

 Welsh Government - too theoretical 

 There are good discussions but not enough action on the back of them 

 Very high level – aspirational – hard to translate into meaningful offer/ask. 

 Language needs to be SMARTER so politicians get it.  

 Stance on economic recovery needs to focus more on green recovery.  Jobs are 

the thing that talks to politicians – not just new jobs created but maintaining 

existing employment and new jobs created through investment programmes/ 

green programmes.  

 Supply chain needs much more support from government to procure locally  

 Re-frame politicians thinking about what they measure. Foundational Economy 

and Wellbeing as a dual win. 

 Discussion around legitimacy – it depends on who the partner organisation is. 

Some LA partners want us to be at the table, others do no. Some see it as their 

space. Depends on local relationships.  

 Not around the right tables - We're around the table on physical regeneration but 

not around the tables where softer stuff is discussed (i.e. reskilling, other options). 

 Need to stand things on their head - how do we influence in terms of local rather 

than national - how do we shift the model? 

 Need to prioritise - decarb, regen or new supply? 

 Projects are what matters - demonstrating outcomes, not conversations 

 Need to answer the question of what sort of places are worth regenerating 

 Boards need to be brave - all new development EPC A. 

What change could tip the balance? 

 

 Using Future Generations Act (FGA) as North Star – ties in with long-term 

approach.  



 
 
 

 

 Language – need to use language others are using and understand - local 

focus, regeneration/transforming towns, placemaking 

 Short term – perception is they are stuck with annual budgets. Give examples 

of where it has worked - WHQS eg of long term and social housing grant and 

pdps – working collaboratively with LAs to forward plan – ability of HsA to 

borrow…. Good examples in and outside housing.  

 

Could we be more ambitious?  

Need more emphasis on green economy, town centres and jobs – we’ve got solutions 

 

 

Connected communities 

 

Blockers 

 Private – rural communities - no incentives to drive down costs for those who 

have monopoly.  

 HAs in Swansea jointly supporting local area co-ordinators. This is about 

enabling rather than doing. The coordinators tend to help fill in the cracks in 

the system.  

 Reflect on the work that HAs have undertaken to support connectedness and 

access to services – Welfare calls. Many want to continue to provide this service 

because it has been very well received but are unsure whether it is sustainable.  

 Unclear of the role and activity of the private sector - what is their 

commitment? 

 

What change could tip the balance? 

 Infrastructure that works - Infrastructure is the most important thing to get 

right – without it we are stuck  

 Rural angle for digital inclusion very important – health services increasingly 

being accessed via a digital platform.  

 Community wifi opportunities should be explored  

 Accessibility to kit and skills  

 Partnership working to support our tenants - not just our responsibility  

 

Could we be more ambitious?  

 Outcomes – talk about wellbeing of community and tenants.  

 Ask needs to be more specific - equality of access to everyone.  

 Tie in Digital inequality narrative with health inequalities.  

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 

 

Ending homelessness 

 

 Consensus that the asks are those actions that will tip the balance, if they 

happen – in particular transition funding and long-term settlement 

 Lack of access to move-on facilities (key supply and planning issue) and 

sustained support to make the tenancy a success are big issues – and both 

required to secure the gains made during Covid-19 

 Support for shared outcomes framework also in this section – see value in this 

particularly for homelessness 

 

Joining the dots between health, housing and social care 

 

Blockers 

 Lack of collaboration within Welsh Government is a huge blocker – saw merit in 

outcomes framework to overcome this 

 Cannot lose focus on building trust and understanding on this issue – a huge 

blocker 

 Public services are still operating and structured like they were in 1945, 

structure of government and our conception of the boundaries between 

services is a huge barrier 

 Question about whether the right people are around the table at RPBs, 

particularly police and fire services, and lack of clarity with intersections with 

PSBs 

 

What change could tip the balance? 

 New preventative investment is required to break the cycle 

 Full cost recovery needs to be the norm and expected 

 We incentivise inputs rather than outcomes for people – merit in moving to a 

shared outcomes framework 

 Education – can we work with education providers to ensure that housing is 

part of the discussion during training? 

 Is there an opportunity to engage directly with health boards?  

 Could we increase the presence of housing on health boards? Could we offer 

some board to board engagement or offer secondments or placements at 

board level of within organisations? 

 

Could we be more ambitious? 

 This captures the right feeling – but will require others to put their hands in 

their pocket and amend their actions in order for us to play are full and 

appropriate role 

 Shift to preventative spend a priority – there is not enough to incentivise 

prevention 



 
 
 

 

 Supportive of principle of making every contact count, but to deliver this in 

practice we need to do this on a coordinated basis, with a clear route to 

community support services and shared communication and commitment 

across the whole ecosystem to do things differently 

 

 

Decarbonisation 

 

Blockers 

 Cost is double. Attitude of civil servants 

 Behaviours of tenants - is it on their radar? Is it important? Engaging 

 Supply chain development required.  

 Skilled staff availability - contracts administration impossible 

What change could tip the balance? 

 Skilled people, funding 

 Decarbonising the grid is the single biggest thing that would reduce carbon. 

 

Could we be more ambitious? 

 

 Energy supply and generation is missing from our pitch.  

 The focus should be on energy bills and fuel poverty. Recognised that 

decarbonisation may not result in lower bills.  

 This is an issue where our campaigning should take place on a collaborative 

basis – public, private housing sectors and skills/education  

 

 

 

Policy Updates 

 

Aaron Hill, Head of Policy & External Affairs, shared the emerging risks associated with the 

Internal Market Bill that have been identified by CHC. Full briefing attached. 

 

Will Henson, Policy & External Affairs Manager at CHC, provided an update on the potential legal 

implications on service charges in Assured Shorthold Tenancies (ASTs). CHC are currently 

exploring the issue with civil servants and will be taking advice on behalf of the sector. CHC will 

provide an update to Chief Executives asap.  

 

 

 

 



 
 
 

 

Forward plan  

 

Colleagues were asked to share ideas for future agenda items. Please send proposals to Paula 

Kennedy and/or Clarissa Corbisiero.  

 

Next meeting 

 

The next meeting of the Chief Executives SDG will take place on Tuesday 8th December, 2pm to 

4pm. Please register here. 

 

Annual Conference 

 

CHC’s first ever Virtual Annual Conference has been designed with feedback from the sector and 

will take place over 3 Fridays in November (13th, 20th and 27th). Join us for the latest thinking, 

provocation and debate on how we can achieve our vision of housing as a basic right for all. Early 

bird discount rates available until October 9th. The full programme is available here. 

 

 

mailto:paula.kennedy@melinhomes.co.uk
mailto:paula.kennedy@melinhomes.co.uk
mailto:clarissa-corbisiero@chcymru.org.uk
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/122109281147
https://chcymru.org.uk/en/events/conferences/chc-annual-conference-2020/

